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President’s Report

The promise
Of manufacturing

Mark Denzler, President & CEO

O
Trade brought with it manufacturers and the earliest documented manufacturer in Illinois was a tannery for buffa-

-

-

our sector is focused on achieving greater efficiency,
productivity, and competitiveness while envisioning the future.
Manufacturing doesn’t just use cutting edge technology. We create it.

ors to great careers in manufacturing.

decade ago are now being unleashed for the betterment of our world. Augmented reality. Artificial intelligence. 5G.

mentation and use of these new technologies in our homes and businesses.

I cannot wait to see what the future holds because it’s ours to create.

4

BUSINESS DAY

2021
Wednesday, May 5

IMA’s 2021 Virtual Business Day is a unique opportunity
to hear from leading policymakers in Illinois, help the IMA
deliver our message of job growth and prosperity,
and help legislators understand the impact of
their actions on Illinois manufacturing.

Senate President
Don Harmon

House Speaker
Chris Welch

Senate Minority Leader
Dan McConchie

House Republican Leader
Jim Durkin

Register online at ima-net.org. For more information, contact Christine Sisk at csisk@ima-net.org.
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2020 in review

was a whirlwind
for any number of
reasons including
-

-

which have contributed to continuing uncertainty.

AM TRANSPORT Services, Inc.

States created a surge in demand.
This is where we found ourselves today
at the end of the year and the beginning of
-

witnessed some relief in increased unemrates
nothing new and haven’t changed greatly
advancements in treatment and a greater
-

the future will hold.
-

-

tinued to swing widely in the direction of
-

About the Author:
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-

-

we are heading into calmer territory.
-

What are Rates Going
to Look Like in 2021?

something to consider.

obtain lower rates.
-

anytime too soon.
-

holders to register with an online database.

months due to the following factors.

about your business. Logistics is a relation-

-

-

tion and the inauguration were fraught.

you later.
do so into the future.

Looking Ahead
in the near future unless we see a dramatic

are considered government relief loads.
waiting in line to move these loads due
to both the high rate and the ability to do
some good in the world by delivering the
vaccine.

uations.

Helping Our Clients
Achieve Financial
Success Through
®
Sound Advice.

-

A C C O U N T I N G | A U D I T I N G | TA X & B U S I N E S S A D V I S O R Y S E R V I C E S

President-elect Biden doesn’t agree with
administration will be more environmen-

•
•
•

vide carriers with reasoning to demand

|
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Government Regulation & Legislation

A manufacturer’s guide
to Curbing intermittent
fmla leave abuse

Greensfelder, Hemker & Gale, P.C.

O

ne of the most frustrating
issues
for
manufacturing

Manufacturers also must be certain
that all absences related to the condi-

tent leaves of absence have a tendency
ations. Manufacturers rightfully com-

formation.
Another tool is the ability to contact
-

the health condition covered by the cer-

be the one who contacts the health care
-

trained to notify human resources any

thenticate or clarify the form.
leave for their own or a family member ’s
serious health condition. The leave
stretches of time or intermittently. To

there is a medical need for such leave.

-

IF AN EMPLOYEE’S
CONTINUED INTERMITTENT
ABSENCES INTERFERE WITH
YOUR OPERATIONS, they
MAY BE TEMPORARILY
TRANSFERRED to an
Alternative position
until their fmla leave
is concluded.

sician during that time.
-

every absence if there is a valid medical

-

If you have a legitimate basis to
doubt the validity of an initial certifica-

of intermittent leave. Below are my recommended best strategies for curbing

each intermittent leave.
-

About the Author:
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-

-

If the need for intermittent leave is

-

ee’s absences aren’t consistent with his
-

circumstances.
-

-

benefits or be used to discourage em-

from the illness. The regulations allow
advantage of the intermittent leave regabsences are consistent with the health
-

-

Constellation – 24/7 access to billing and energy usage data
9

Identifying leaders and
Investing in their success

cindy tomei, CAE

T

he number one challenge our members face is securing the right
-

-

-

-

-

-
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Innovation, technology & Security

Comcast

Mapping digital transformation

M

-

-

sights.
One common way in which smart facto-

amounts of information collected become
through smart meters and IoT-connected

receive relevant data faster without over-

change data with other devices and systems
-

-

A cloud-based infrastructure also reduces

data-driven business model to gain insight

Connectivity is the New
Backbone of Manufacturing

goods and services that are more relevant
to their situation based on their buying history.

Technology Innovations Also
Support Sustainable Practices

A Strong Network will
Bolster Manufacturing
2.0 Transformations

-

agement and more. Beyond the obvious

-

increasingly value brands that are social-

-

-

ultimately the bottom line.
nesses forward. Two foundational resources

reducing carbon emissions created by the

ing sustainability by building factories that
-

Manufacturers have much to gain from
ties and address new challenges. Gone are
the days when the focus in manufacturing
volved and leverage the insights from big
data analytics and other transformational
-

ber of connected devices and amount of

to collect data to add intelligence to deci-

-

About the Author:
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M

Top five risks facing
midsize manufacturers

zurich

transformation.
-

tremendous innovation. And while the

ic.

action. Based on Zurich’s own claims

-

Fleet Maintenance
losses due to severe weather events are
vehicles are fit for use and are in good

The causes of fires run the gamut.

damage due to aging infrastructure and
manufacturing or chemicals used in the
reliable and roadworthy to continue

structures and systems also accounts for
many water-related losses. And contrac-

manufacturing environments. Electrical

-

-

ly maintained vehicle may one day be

delivery vehicles or automobiles used

-

scheduled based on manufacturer recommendations.

Water Damage
ter damage is a leading cause of commer-

-

sonnel.

Property Fires
According to the most recent fire sta-

About the Author:
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Workplace Injuries

Industrial Waste Disposal and
Environmental Services
The Complete Environmental Services Partner for Your Manufacturing Needs

ing
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Membership Discounts
IMA Member Pricing Program
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Heritage-Crystal Clean offers the following IMA
member-only pricing on parts cleaning, used oil,
and containerized waste services:
• Minimum 25% discount on all services
• Larger volume discounts available
• No set-up or installation fees

A

qu
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or
bs
A

Fi

ltr
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fre
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n
e
b

•
•
• NEW: COVID-19 Decontamination & Disinfectant

e
ez

Services Available for Small and Large Facilities

For member’s discount pricing, please contact
Dean Popovich 877-938-7948
Crystal-Clean.com

falls and strains account for nearly 50
-

Manufacturers must be aware of the
ed and assessed to determine whether
undetected breaches have already oc-

and illnesses.
According to the National Safety

All of which means that a commitgrams in manufacturing environments
must only increase in the years ahead

-

-

Cyber Risks

A Future Built on Resilience

industrial and manufacturing settings.

-

manufacturers may face in the normal

Internet of Things in manufacturing is
-

-

-

And with a growing number of old-

The infection of industrial control sys-

ability.
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government regulation & Legislation

NEW HR LAWS IMPACTING
ILLINOIS MANUFACTURERS

A

s

the

Illinois

smithAmundsen LLP

manufacturing
-

-

-

of criminal convictions as well as innovamost Illinois manufacturers.
-

Restrictions on the Use
of Criminal Convictions
-

-

-

About the Author:
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individual to conduct the same or similar
ed and whether the circumstances leading
to the conduct that resulted in the convic-

race and ethnicity. This mandate would
-

-

-

Equal Pay Compliance
-

-

-

If after considering these factors the
later found to have violated such laws.
notice to the individual identifying the
conviction history and the rationale for

ance with the new mandates.
-

in which the business has a facility or emten notice informing the individual of the
as notifying the individual of their right

year.
-

In reviewing the laws created in other

attorney’s fees incurred.
should also understand that these new
mandates would be in addition to Illinois’
-

-

-

guidance and mandates.
conviction history may or may not matter.

Annual Business
Reporting Requirement

-

ble laws.
-

-

-

ance statement must also indicate whether

data to the State of Illinois relating to the

15

-

2021 Makers Madness:
self-regulating traffic signal heater
From Termico technologies named
“The Coolest Thing Made in Illinois”

T

direction from them as we travel about our communities
-

-

16

-

-

-

-

during winter weather.
-

alone.
-

-

-

by the Illinois Manufacturers’ Association. The 2022 contest will
.
-

-
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Developing a successful
Apprenticeship program for veterans

ICATT

force.
facturing.

Translating Military Experience
into Manufacturing Excellence
-

-

-

Building Structure in
an Apprenticeship

through on them may be seen as untrustthem.
-

done and can get frustrated when they

An understanding of the missions and

reached.
-

A mutual understanding of what clear
-

vate sector.
-

-

time and duties every single day. But in a

have another veteran on the team that the
info@icattapprenticeships.com

18

THE ICATT
APPRENTICESHIP
PROGRAM IS
GROWING!
We are proud to announce
we are starting 2020 cohorts
in Champaign, McHenry
and Oaklawn.

The ICATT Apprenticeship Program
helps high-tech companies tackle the
skills gap by providing a pipeline of
talent over time. With three new
locations in our network, we can reach
more talent throughout Illinois. ICATT
Apprentices are guaranteed to learn the
skills that companies want and need.

Call or email us today for more information at
312-585-8348 | info@icattapprenticeships.com

INNOVATION, TECHNOLOGY & SECURITY

Building a Moat around
Your Intellectual property

Banner Witcoff

-

-

falls within the universe of IP rights.

What is a Patent?

-

or the wheels.

ing that the information will eventually

-

tion is deemed new and as having not
been an obvious change from earlier

years from the filing date of the earliest
-

There is a certain natural tension be-

-

-

comes down to a balance of tradeoffs.

ents covering different inventions in the
any disclosure of the invention to the

What is a Trade Secret?

and non-obvious ornamental designs. It

A trade secret is any information that

-

-

a trade secret is generally more difficult

-

-

What is a Trademark?

to client and customer lists. If a business
distinguish goods and services from

About the Authors:
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confusingly similar or that dilute the

Why Should You Build a Moat
Around Your Business with
These IP Rights?
-

-

tective moat.
-

-

-

able to countersue them. That in turn
increases the chance of reaching a settlement on more favorable terms.
ness can also increase its access to a

cross-license its technology and to enter
activities.
creases a business’s valuation because
-

that are non-functional.
federally registered rights. A business

-

-

it increases the amount a business can
obtain those rights. The common law
-

tors and thought leaders. That leads to
attracting more talent and customers.
And businesses that reward their emcrease in internal innovation within the

Build your moat!

-

from also registering confusingly simi-

common law rights.

long as it continues to be used in commerce.

What are Copyrights?
-

-

Ready for
“always on”
marketing and sales?
process | technology | data insights | revenue opportunities

rights are granted by the federal government for a limited time.

Visit www.simplemachinesmarketing.com/ima
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Energy & Environment

Energy efficiency upgrades: Reducing
costs, meeting state-mandated goals

Constellation

I

n light of the economic downturn
-

using their current energy budget.
-

entire installation — and even longer
warranties may be available on some

ness can both lower its energy bill and
carbon emissions reductions currently

savings for many years.
costs.

-

-

-

ed or unavailable.

the contract.
-

-

-

are tight and when short-term results and
On-bill funding allows the customer
-

mental Protection Agency recommends
-

On-Bill Funding

savings and meet sustainability goals by

electricity or gas commodity bill.

• Building automation controls
energy measures can also include high-

• Boilers
• Solar
ment
To understand how on-bill funding

.

The Illinois Manufacturer is underwritten by Constellation – an Exelon Company
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Narod consulting group

I

Attraction of benefits

f 2020 taught us anything, it’s to
expect the unexpected. Businesses
and employees found themselves
in uncharted territory. Employee benefits, a key “golden handcuff”, came into
the spotlight during the pandemic…
How to protect and retain talent while
keeping our business alive? How to be
competitive on the job market stage
with increasing expectations from benefits?
Those that had stable jobs and no
need to worry about the financial wellbeing of their family suddenly were
filled with concerns of what might happen in the wake of business shutdowns.
Others, confident of their perfect health,
now faced the reality of what would
happen if they contracted COVID-19
and were hospitalized for an indefinite amount of time, left incapacitated,
or worse. As we continue to fight the
pandemic, it is apparent that its impact
on business and the global economy
will last beyond the foreseeable future.
Companies with more nimble shifts in
attitude toward employees’ quality of
life and changing needs, will be able to
attract higher caliber of talent at a faster
pace. Allowing workers to create personalized benefits packages based on
their individual needs, provides ROI of
company benefits dollars.
It is a known fact that one of the most
impactful ways employers can improve
employees’ lives is through the benefits
being offered. A well-balanced menu of
competitive salary plus a variety of comprehensive insurance options attracts
the skilled and intelligent workers. The
plans should support the demographic
need, address current important issues,
as well as create culture of positivity
and health for all employees. The significant stress of the pandemic, created
unprecedented need for mental health
support, and employees are using this
benefit like never before. By conducting
a thorough review of what is currently
being offered, companies can maximize
the ROI of insurance premium dollars.
Today it is no longer enough to offer
just the basics - health, dental, and vision. Employees are looking at benefits
in a whole new light and making deci-

sions on “what if” scenarios. For example, critical illness, short term disability,
long term disability, legal counsel and
will creation, and of course life insurance are more top-of-mind than in the
past.
Voluntary benefits are becoming especially pivotal. Since they are optional and usually entirely paid for by the
employee, they carry no cost limitations
to the employer, while simultaneously
offering large variety of choices to the
worker.

As businesses reopen,
restrictions subside, and
the economy strengthens,
employers will need to
stay nimble and create the
benefits package that will
attract quality new hires
and retain current talent.
In addition, they can provide employees with deeply discounted rates
only available through employers, and
may provide automatic approval. In
fact, during initial enrollment, medical
underwriting may be waived, allowing
everyone to participate without having
to pass medical questions or tests. Voluntary are the perfect add-ons to any
benefits package.
In today’s unprecedented climate
of uncertainty, employees are looking
for more customized packages to meet
their specific needs. Today’s workforce
includes Millenials and Generation Z
employees who want more - choice,
flexibility, and the ability to meet their
personal goals. They want to offset the
rising costs of health insurance with
coverages that will not break the bank,
rather fill in the gaps of higher deduct-

Business development

ibles, copays, and out of pocket costs.
Instead of the cookie-cutter approach,
agile employers can now tailor a combination of the “right” products to meet
specific needs, thereby ultimately attracting top talent and creating positive
company culture.
Consider the following approach to
evaluating and improving your employee benefits package:
• Establish goals and priorities of
benefits - reevaluate current offerings,
consider demographics, answer “what
are employees worried about”?
• Ask a trusted professional insurance advisor / broker for recommendations based on your employee needs and
missing coverage to create a customized
package - keep in mind not all policies
are the same and not all benefits need to
be with the same carrier.
• Add a voluntary customizable package based on individual needs of employees - cost to employer is zero, while
offering valuable benefits with deep
discounts and possibly without proof of
insurability
• Create plan of action - consider best
timing of introducing new benefits, prepare effective communication tools /
technology to educate employees, engage professional insurance advisor
• Enrollment methods during open
enrollment - leverage technology, online
tools, create opportunity for individual
Q&A with professional advisors to meet
with employees.
Agility and strategic planning will
enhance a company’s ability to recover and thrive beyond the recovery of
the pandemic. As businesses reopen,
restrictions subside, and the economy
strengthens, employers will need to stay
nimble and create the benefits package
that will attract quality new hires and
retain current talent. Addressing acute
concerns and offering the right variety
of voluntary benefits will allow companies to retain and attract quality talent.

About the Author: Victoria Narod is a Benefits Consultant, Insurance Broker, and the Founder of Narod Consulting Group.
She may be reached at victoria@narodconsulting.com or (847) 498-2225.
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Government Regulation & Legislation

Snapping back to a new normal:
Where will u.s. Immigration go
Under the biden administration?

Barnes & thornburg llp

T

I-9/Workplace Enforcement
greatest significance to Illinois manearly on its intention to enforce strict-

including but not limited to significant
increases in visa denial rates for highThe Biden administration inherits
national student enrollment at various

has focused more on enforcement than
granting benefits over the last four
has indicated its intention to restore
certain core values and the notion of
America as a country of immigrants to

-

-

the devil truly is in the details.

About the Authors:
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administration significantly increased

The schedule for these violations is

-

Substantive/Uncorrected Technical
(Paperwork) Violation Fines:
-

immigrant communities and the Biden

creased from $230 to $234
increased from $2,292 to $2,332

the Biden administration to reduce the
use no-match letters by the Social Secutices that the Obama administration
followed in this regard. This would be

Unlawful Employment
of Unauthorized Workers:
$573 – $4,586 to $583 –$4,667
• Second offense increased from
$4,586 – $11,463 to $4,667 – $11,665

the Biden administration is the use of

$6,878 – $22,927 to $6,999 – $23,331

-

This brings some much-needed stabiliministration has chosen not to advance
lation that would significantly restrict
-

Administration may choose to contin-

-

-

These considerations include business
-

in introducing a nationwide mandatory
tion may treat a mandatory nationwide

-

-

raids often led to mass arrests and de-

of the strongly advocated for legislative
grams.

on this issue will be later this month

Employer-Sponsored
Visa Policy

ing wages on the first day when the new
-

do not automatically mean that an in-

Biden administration must also decide

-

four years. The Biden administration
-

the lottery based on the offered salary
-

-

selection. The Biden administration has

-

-

action.

ness community and most universities
at the same levels as the Obama admincontinue following federal law and the

The Biden Administration has also reministration that made it very difficult

conflict and litigation trends in certain
-

-

Constellation – Providing tools to create a customized energy strategy for your company
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A

Improving employee
morale With automation

vey confirmed the single most
-

eAlliance Corporation

tomation addresses these factors.
-

tion is the ability to contribute as a team

-

ing and ominous articles were stating
hours daily was now being semi-auto-

-

-

more accurately than us humans.

balance immediately boosted morale
-

itself.

-

use case consisted of users submitting
-

are now using automation to handle the

from being assigned to the remaining
and additional time and effort by the

more time for interacting with custom-

-

time for innovation and analysis. These
-

-

derstand that it is better for them and
stantially less time with less errors and
less human intervention.

“I knew there was
a better way.”
-

Work-Life Balance
Two of the most common factors

About the Author:
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Growth & Creativity
general is changing at an accelerated
learning

and

intelligent

automation

this change and harness the new tech-

as these individuals convey the organi-

industries that cannot or will not har-

Improving the
Resume and Skillset

motivated by this human interaction. It
reinforcing self-esteem. Some of these
individuals are not currently interacting
-

These individuals inevitably learn

automated.
As some transactions between cus-

-

automation.
they would use the time saved through

would allow them to focus on the more

-

aware of this and addressing this issue
-

are now being designed to enable the
non-technical resources to create their

lenging and rewarding higher value

needing that human touch.
-

SMEs and other non-technical resources
-

a human being as a differentiator for the

The Human Touch

-

-

-

-
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able.

Members in the news
Dennis Bringuet of Ace
Sign Co. Receives DSI’s
Wally Henderson Lifetime
Achievement Award

hands-on training with the some of the
same machines used at modern manu-

From The State Journal-Register

-

Cope Plastics Celebrates
75th Anniversary

tinues to grow.
-

year

the founding mem-

in

-

business
-

bilities throughout North America.

annual fundraiser and awards ceremony.
the course of the evening.

est woman-owned businesses in the St.

-

-

-

-

-

Chicago
ruary it is rolling
out a new version

Plant on the city’s Southeast Side.
-

-

-

in Gurnee into the college’s first Ad-

From
Tribune:

holder.

CLC Plans to Turn
Former Gurnee Loew’s into
Advanced Technology Center

From Daily Herald:

Ford’s Historic Chicago Plant to
Build New Texas-Style
Explorer King Ranch

wide.

said.

Diageo Plans Ready-to-Drink
Cocktail Facility in Plainfield

-

From Crain’s Chicago Business:

more than 25 million cases of ready-toLegat Architects.
Plans call for the center to have an

Hydrogen Trucks Get a
Boost on GM Fuel-Cell
Deal with Navistar

-

The center will be light on tradition-

From Crain’s Chicago Business: General
drogen fuel-cell system to Navistar Inter-

time.
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-

could be used at the first sign of illness.

long-haul freight business starting in
Navistar ’s deal with GM gives it one

best suits their immediate needs. Select-

to start building and selling big rigs that

-

-

Ingersoll Machine Tools to Help
Giant Telescope Reach for the
Stars, Peek at the Universe

-

From Rockford Register Star: Ingersoll
-

IMEC Launches Move Ahead
Faster Initiative to Advance
Illinois Manufacturing
Competitiveness

cating. Protease-inhibiting medicines
have been successful in treating other
er is testing another given intravenously
-

is truly out of this
world.

-

ground in March for a building where
which is scheduled to be installed in an
observatory in the remote mountains of

From PR Newswire:
-

-

sessments and technical assistance to imal success. Presented with fully funded

evolves.

Walmart to Pump $350 Billion
Into American Manufacturing

tions.
-

From The Motley Fool:

ing business.
-

-

The two new buildings on the Inger-

-

-

-

the Illinois Manufacturers Association’s
cent of the Gross State Product and cremanufacturers are at the heart of their
community and their success drives the

-

Pfizer Begins Human Trials of
New Pill to Treat Coronavirus

they reside.
-

From Bloomberg:
March it has begun human safety testing

The Illinois Manufacturer is underwritten by Constellation – an Exelon Company
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-

welcome to the ima

NEW IMA members

BEYOND SAVINGS IMPACT INC.
DBA EXPENSE REDUCTION ANALYSTS
Cicero, IN

HARDIN INDUSTRIES, LLC
Oak Brook, IL
MELIORA CLEANING PRODUCTS
Chicago, IL

CARR MACHINE & TOOL INC
Elk Grove Village, IL

NIGHTHAWK VIDEO LLC
DeKalb, IL

CHI OVERHEAD DOORS INC
Arthur, IL

NOVELIS
Lincolnshire, IL

CHICAGO GLUE MACHINE & SUPPLY
Bensenville, IL

NYHAN, BAMBRICK KINZIE & LOWRY, P.C.
Chicago, IL

CNHI AMERICA, LLC
Burr Ridge, IL

PRINCE INDUSTRIES INC
Carol Stream, IL

eALLIANCE CORPORATION
Naperville, IL

R R STREET & CO INC
Naperville, IL

FIRST AMERICAN EQUIPMENT FINANCE
Rochester, NY

RICHARDS ELECTRIC MOTOR CO
Quincy, IL

FLEX-O-GLASS INC
Chicago, IL

ROCK CREEK FARMS
Gridley, IL

GETZ FIRE EQUIPMENT CO
Peoria, IL

SILKWORM INC
Murphysboro, IL

GIBBS MACHINE CORP.
Milledgeville, IL

TAYLOR STUDIOS
Rantoul, IL

GOLD EAGLE COMPANY
Chicago, IL

TRI-PAR DIE & MOLD CORP
Streamwood, IL

H & B MACHINE CORP
Chicago, IL
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Illinois Manufacturers’ Association and MetLife

Specialty Markets

Discover the right benefits solutions
to meet your business objectives
Leverage the buying power
of Illinois Manufacturers’
Association
Navigating the challenges of
delivering benefit solutions to
meet a diverse, multi-generational
workforce is easier when you
make the most of your membership.

Employer and employee-paid
benefit solutions

The Illinois Manufacturers’ Association and MetLife are dedicated

•

Dental

•

Vision*

•

Basic Term Life and Accidental
Death & Dismemberment

Economies of scale

•

Supplemental Life and Accidental
Death & Dismemberment

•

Short Term Disability

The Illinois Manufacturers’ Association relationship with MetLife enables us to band together all
member groups
. With this buying power, you have access to a range of
products and robust plan designs at competitive group rates you may not otherwise be able
to get on your own.

•

Long Term Disability

offering. Working together, we can help you deliver the right mix

Committed to your success

* Vision benefits are underwritten by Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company, New York, NY. Certain
claims and network administration services are
provided through Vision Service Plan. Vision Service
Plan is not affiliated with Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company or its affiliates.

MetLife’s team of dedicated experts work to ensure you’ll have a simple experience from
underwriting through implementation and ongoing service. Plus, with MetLife’s specialized
focus and experience, you can have confidence you’ve made the right decision for your business
and your workforce.

Learn more
solutions, please visit www.imahealthplan.com.

periods and terms for keeping them in force.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company | 200 Park Avenue | New York, NY 10166
L0320002129[exp0921][All States]

© 2020 MetLife Services and Solutions, LLC

How can I get all my

utility data
in one place?

constellation.com/IMA

© 2020 Constellation Energy Resources, LLC. The offerings described herein are those of either Constellation NewEnergy-Gas Division, LLC or Constellation NewEnergy, Inc., affiliates
of each other and ultimate subsidiaries of Exelon Corporation. Brand names and product names are trademarks or service marks of their respective holders. All rights reserved.
Errors and omissions excepted.
Constellation is the endorsed energy supplier of this association which receives compensation for its promotional and marketing efforts from Constellation.

